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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for taking time to join me here today. This presentation is based on research I began with Dr. Bruce MacKay, who is a professor in the (fairly) newly-formed School of Liberal Education at the University of Lethbridge, and which I am going to continue in this coming year while on Study Leave. Bruce wasn’t able to join me here today, but I’m happy to be here on both of our behalves.I’m going to talk about a joint initiative between the Library and the School of Liberal Education in the Liberal Education 1000 course, and how we've tried to improve it and build on that collaboration with this research.



“information literacy should in fact be conceived more broadly as a new liberal 
art… as essential to the mental framework of the educated information-age 

citizen as the trivium of basic liberal arts (grammar, logic and rhetoric) was to the 
educated person in medieval society.”

Shapiro, J. & Hughes, S. (1996).
cc: Shawn Harquail - https://www.flickr.com/photos/55648226@N03

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we all know, Information Literacy is the ability to recognize when information is needed and have the ability to locate, evaluate, and use effectively the needed information. This is a crucial skill in the 21st century with information explosion and the inability to discern quality information from less quality – aka 'fake news‘. It’s also a  natural fit for liberal education, with its emphasis on critical thinking skills; as you can see we've been talking about the need to integrate these disciplines for > 20 years (article quoted from 1996) - not a new problem, but growing.We want people to use information effectively but also to think critically about the entire information enterprise and our information society.We see information literacy as a basic literacy, a foundational skill as much as reading literacy, numeracy, or other skills which underlie all disciplines and subject areas and thus such a natural fit for Liberal Education, which also ties together the breadth of disciplinary approaches with critical thinking skills.� 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The University of Lethbridge was founded in 1967 with a foundational philosophy and commitment to a liberal education approach to teaching and learning. On our 50th anniversary in 2017, we reaffirmed this commitment by establishing a School of Liberal Education. Our approach to Liberal Education is based on four pillars: Breadth of knowledge across disciplines; the ability to make Connections and integrate knowledge across disciplines; Critical thinking and problem solving skills; and Education for Citizenship, encouraging students to be contributing community members on all levels. We achieve this by creating lists of courses from which students must take classes to fill their ‘liberal education requirements’ but also by creating classes which are by their nature interdisciplinary and foster civic engagement and critical thinking in themselves. Liberal Education 1000 is one such course, and one of the foundational (and most popular) course offered by the School.



Liberal Education 1000
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Liberal Education 1000 is a course designed for first year students. It has been running in its current format for more than 16 years. The course uses the theme of knowledge to address the pillars across the broad disciplinary areas of Science, Social Science, Humanities, and Fine Arts. In addition to lectures, students participate in smaller tutorial group discussions and in learning labs, which aim to help them develop skills in key academic areas such as writing, critical thinking, and, in partnership with the University Library, Information Literacy. The Library gets four of the twelve labs offered to this class to focus on information literacy outcomes. The research question presented here came out of the fact that we were seeing students return to old habits (ie, Google) when handing in their final projects rather than using the Library skills they’d had the chance to learn and we linked that to the idea of Threshold Concepts which students were having difficulty crossing.



Threshold Concepts
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our research used the notion of threshold concepts to frame our examination of student learning.Threshold concepts were first described and theorized by Jan Myer and Ray Land about 15 years ago … then both at Durham University in the UK. They noted threshold concepts initially in Economics – e.g., “opportunity cost” . Since that time, TCs have been identified and applied widely across many other disciplines. Metaphorically, such concepts are portals, … they open up new and previously unknown ways of thinking about or doing something. A threshold concept makes for a transformation in understanding and perception. Without crossing into this new understanding, a learner may be stuck and find it difficult to advance. A threshold concept can affect a learner’s identity and ways of thinking and speaking. The new understanding may come slowly or suddenly. Crossing the threshold can be troublesome (a liminal experience) since it can be challenging to give up old familiar ways and to adopt new approaches and understandings. (Meyer and Land, 2003b: 1).



ACRL Framework
1. Authority is Constructed & Contextual
2. Information Creation as a Process
3. Information has Value
4. Research as Inquiry
5. Scholarship as Conversation
6. Searching as Strategic Exploration

cc: EJP Photo - https://www.flickr.com/photos/29498428@N00

http://www.ala.org/acrl/standards/ilframework

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, as I’m sure most of you know, in 2015 the ACRL released a 'Framework' which replaced the old 'Competency Standards' in defining what an information literate individual should be able to do. The Framework is more conceptual, based on interconnected broad concepts and much more flexible than the old skills-based standards. ACRL describes these frames explicitly as threshold concepts, each with their own associated knowledge practices and dispositions. This was the first I’d heard of Threshold Concepts, and it was only in talking to Bruce that I discovered there was a much larger, multidisciplinary literature around this idea of Threshold Concepts – and in fact, the research project here was designed in anticipation of us presenting at a Threshold Concepts Conference, which we did when it was held in Halifax in 2016.I have been teaching the Library Labs sections of Liberal Education 1000 for 10 years, and have tweaked them many times along the way. When the then-new Framework came out, I designed the four labs around it, hoping that students would realize that learning information literacy is a process, and to recognize the roadblocks they might encounter. Overall I think it worked well and helped to frame the lessons for me as well as for the students in a fairly comprehensive way.



Information Literacy Labs

cc: Sydney Uni - https://www.flickr.com/photos/8264482@N08

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Labs consisted of a combination of lecture and hands-on or group activities; try to use the lab time effectively for active learning and implementation-For the ‘traditional’ library skills (mainly ‘searching as strategic exploration’), students watched short demonstration videos on search tools available through the library (catalogue; databases) and search techniques before class – this essentially ‘flipped’ the classroom and freed up class time to do hands-on worksheets in the computer lab with me (the librarian) there to help, answer questions, and be a general resource. I started with a brief recap and then set them loose to work on the worksheets, which included both group and individual exercises on formulating a research question, search skills, and citation. - I had them search in the federated search tool, the library catalogue, and subject databases. - Wanted them to understand the differences between the type of results they might get from each of these search tools; why they might choose one over the other; and how evaluation and focus can be easier with library resources than with Google. - At the end of each lab, I had them hand in a reflective journal entry around what they'd learned, if they had any 'a-ha' moments, and if they were left with any confusion. - But... I could tell from their journal entries that they still had a lot of format confusion, and a lack of ability to differentiate between search tools (federated search engine vs subject database vs catalogue) - everything was 'the library website' with little evidence that they understood why one would search one thing over another, and the different results that they'd get from those searches.- AND …in their final assignments, Bruce noticed they were still defaulting to a Google search, often citing non-scholarly sources and websites rather than using the library resources available to them.



Our Question
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It was clear that they just weren't getting the concepts I was trying to get across, and that certain old ways of approaching information remained … Clearly some students had not crossed thresholds into new understanding.Why, after these four sessions were students still returning to Google rather than using the information literacy skills they'd learned in the labs? What was I doing wrong? What could I be doing differently? We identified three key thresholds students weren't crossing: 



I already know

cc: takomabibelot - https://www.flickr.com/photos/38782010@N00
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Presentation Notes
- this speaks to the ACRL framework threshold of Research as Inquiry and Information Creation as a Process- students aren't crossing this threshold because they don't think they need to; they don't have the inherent curiosity required to find a better answer, and are instead satisfied with existing knowledge. They aren't open to the process of inquiry.Some quotes that illustrate this: <slides>



“the skills taught in lecture 
were already skills I have been 
required to learn. As a second 
year student I have written 7+ 
research papers so the lecture 

did feel a bit repetitive.”



“I didn’t expect to like it … [the 
Info Literacy Lab} … because I 

had written multiple essays last 
semester that required 

academic sources. And last 
semester I had no issues using 

the library search tool.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
quotes seem to think they know, despite their assignments showing otherwise?Indicates the difficulty of crossing a threshold into new ways of understanding and doing Retaining the old “I already know how to do this” language (e.g., “the library search tool” – language reflecting a cursory understanding)



It`s all a website

cc: William Brawley - https://www.flickr.com/photos/93841400@N00

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- students clearly don't cross the threshold because they don't understand the differences among various search tools: internet search vs. Summon vs. Databases vs Library Catalogue - this speaks to the ACRL threshold concept of Searching as Strategic Exploration. They aren't aware enough of the variety of resources out there, and the best tools to find those resources. To them, everything is a website – and they expect to get the same kinds of results no matter what box they type in.Some quotes that illustrate this: <slides>



“I find the university library 
database to be extremely 

difficult and confusing to use. 
Previously I had not been 

properly instructed on how to 
maneuver the site and it caused 

me a great deal of frustration 
and anxiety when trying to find 

sources for previous 
assignments and papers.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This students’ frustration seems to indicate a poor understanding of the distinctions among the search tools they were learning about and the differences between the university website and the many databases which can be reached through the website. 	- Again, the language ‘stuck’ in old previous ways of understanding and acting & demonstrates its troublesome nature



“We discussed how the 
summons <Summon> was used 

to find articles and sources in 
the generalized web and how 
the library catalog was used to 
find sources in the library data 

base” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This student has their tools all mixed … no differentiation between search tools, and much confusion



Google is easy
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Students persisted in their belief that library tools were more difficult to use than their old friend Google, despite being shown that the library tools could retrieve more authoritative results with simple ways to filter down by topic, date, and format.- This speaks to the ACRL framework in terms of Research as Inquiry (not realizing what they need to know); Information creation as a process (not realizing the different ways information is created, from blog posts to academic articles); and Authority is Constructed and Contextual (blind trust in what shows up online)Quotes: <slides>



“This was the first time I utilized 
Summon and searched the 

library databases, and it felt a 
bit daunting. While it will take 
me some practice to get used 
to these tools, I feel that they 

will come in handy in my 
current and future university 

classes.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Depicts these skills as troublesome



“It was a good class because 
before this I only ever used 

google scholar and the basic 
library search [Summon]”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shows that using library resources entails new territory; venturing beyond the thresholdStudent comments indicate the Google threshold … hard to leave the old friend behind and to cross the threshold into new territory where there are new tools … So … given these indications of troublesome difficulties with ‘getting’ the threshold concepts … what changes could we make to help students develop further and to gain new understanding? 



Others have looked at these questions also

cc: Seán Venn - https://www.flickr.com/photos/35135181@N06

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We obviously aren’t the first researchers to look at these issues. Others – and I have a list of references if you like up front – point to students preferring tools with which they are familiar and therefore find easier; they are usually satisfied with ‘convenience searching’ and have anxiety and a lack of tolerance for ambiguity. There is also format confusion for students; they don’t have a good mental picture of a physical journal article within a journal, or an encyclopedia entry – online, the distinctions aren’t as clear; likewise the various search tools all seem similar in an online environment (especially as everything moves to a ‘single search box’ so the muddied world of scholarly communication is difficult for them to get a handle on.<add references>“…convenience searching… as opposed to really searching – digging, locating, uncovering, reading, evaluating, synthesizing, perhaps spinning off into an unexpected tangent and then recalibrating, asking for help, searching again in a different place…”	Wiebe, T. J. (2016). The information literacy imperative in higher education. Liberal Education, 101/102(4/1). 	http://www.aacu.org/liberaleducation/2015-2016/fall-winter/wiebe “students most frequently reported favoring resources for reasons of ease, quality, and connectivity.”Purdy, J. P. (2012). Why first-year college students select online research resources as their favorite. First Monday, 7(9). http://firstmonday.org/article/view/4088/3289 Students may willingly devote time to finding scholarly materials – as long as searches are not too difficultMay be amenable to persistent searching with simple resources with access to full text sourcesEase and familiarity (Burgess; Purdy); "convenience searching" (Wiebe)Format confusing (Badke, 2012; Georgas) – journal articles look like web results; no mental picture of traditional journal; don’t have a clear conception of volumes & issuesMuddied world of scholarly communication (Badke) – blog post vs journal article? Pre-print or author version vs ‘official’ PDF? Increasingly dubious peer-review? <last point mine>Brings in other framework elements; need mental picture of entirely scholarly communication processA few studies (Dempsey & Jagman; Booker, Dentlor & Serenko) mention anxiety; Hannon mentions lack of tolerance for ambiguity



How to ... ?
1. Cross the ‘I already know’ barrier
2. Develop ability to differentiate sources 

of information
3. Learn that databases are richer than 

Google

Questions for you:



cc: cavale - https://www.flickr.com/photos/48556423@N00

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- we had a few ideas of how to make a change; some that were implemented: - making students more aware that these ARE thresholds, they ARE going to be challenging, but that they WILL result in better researchers. - I did a clear demonstration of the identical search in Google, Google Scholar, Summon (federated search), a subject database, and the library catalogue, making sure to point out the different kinds of results and the ones that would be more authoritative, better to use in a research paper- the worksheet itself was also revised to more explicitly compare the results between these various tools; they conduct a search in each of them just like I do in my demo (with their own topics) so they can experience the different results. - the journal reflections did seem to point to the effectiveness of this approach: Some quotes that illustrate this new understanding: <slides>



"I have never quite understood 
the difference between the 

database[s] and Summon. After 
the lab I will now visualize 
Summon as the outer shell 
which contains the library 

database[s] and catalogue.“

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Demonstrates seeing things in a new way



"Summon... gives you a wide range of 
results and so you will probably find 

resources from sources you never would 
have considered checking. Databases, 

however, are tailored to specific subjects 
that may give you more refined searches 
once you have narrowed down your topic 

more."

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Demonstrates the ability to see search as an iterative and explorative process



"All information found online is not created 
equal. This is especially important for students 

to understand...
"While plenty of valuable information can be 
found on the internet, a large amount of it is 

not appropriate for scholarly use. There are no 
filters as to what is published, which means the 

quality of information can vary widely and 
excellent resources can be found right 

alongside the most questionable...
"When using the internet for research, students 

need to operate on the premise of 'student 
beware' and learn the skills necessary to 

critically evaluate all resources prior to use in 
their academic assignments."

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Information has value and authority is constructed and contextual



"As a Canadian adult citizen, I find understanding research 
and source credibility crucial to properly inform myself, as 
well as fellow Canadian adults, to make properly astute and 
knowledgeable decisions when voting… it is important that 

individuals possess the ability to verify and evaluate 
information presented by political parties in order to stay 
correctly informed... if I don't properly understand a topic 

that is being debated within the political realm of my 
country, I can properly conduct a search and educate myself 

on said topic to the point where I can comfortably draw a 
conclusion. 'Facts' and claims require evidence; the research 
and evaluation of evidence determines acceptability of facts 

and claims, indicating that proper research equips an 
individual with sufficient education to form an erudite 

supposition."

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demonstrates the ability to evaluate differences in authoritative authors and sourcesBig picture threshold crossed!I love these quotes because they really speak to the role of information literacy in combatting the ‘fake news’ phenomenon



Information Literacy and Liberal Education

cc: stuant63 - https://www.flickr.com/photos/68134711@N00

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So to conclude, I think that some of the adjustments I’ve made in these labs has made students more information literate, and has confirmed for Bruce and I that information literacy is a necessary and integral part of liberal education. It’s also stressed for me that information literacy can’t exist in a silo – it needs to be woven throughout the curriculum. Right from early education it needs to underlie all other subjects, and taken in each class/discipline’s context as opposed to a stand-alone class.Our research shows that becoming information literate is hard … it is difficult to learn new ways of looking and new ways of gathering and evaluating information … there are thresholds that may be troublesome … but these difficult spots need to be crossed so that transformative learning can happen … so that a student can enter new territory with new skills and insights into thinking critically about knowledge … so they can become more information literate and better discerners of the truth. Knowing it can be difficult to cross thresholds … we can make changes to our teaching … and so help more students gain new insights and new tools.We plan to continue researching this process and to continue adjusting the labs … our aim is to better understand the thresholds students encounter in their learning so that we can better support their development as discerning citizens of their communities. Part of my study leave is to more thoroughly analyze the comments I’ve received – we have four terms of student reflections gathered, so by doing a thorough analysis of all of the comments I hope to pull together even more insight to improve these labs and the student outcomes.Thank you very much for your attention today. Do you have any questions?
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